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Product - Rowlinson Triple Bin Store. 
 
Great Storage for 3 x Standard 240 Litre Wheelie Bins 

 FSC® Certified Softwood 
 Pressure Treated Against Rot 
 Size: (H) 1300mm x (W) 2325mm x (D) 820mm  

Other Key Features 

 Open-Backed Design 
 Chains Attach Lifting Store Lids to Bin Lids for Easy Access to Bins 
 Easy to Follow Assembly 

This Rowlinson Wheelie Bin Store holds 3 x 240 Litre Wheelie Bins, and is made from a pine/spruce 
wood mix. 

It is the ideal way to cover up what are necessary but nonetheless, utilitarian items. The store is designed 
to make a pleasing and stylish feature out of a practical necessity, that will keep your outdoor space 
looking both elegant and tidy. 

Assembly is required for this Rowlinson bin store, and the instructions come with the product or can be 
found here. 

This innovative store also includes chains that attach from the bin store lids to your wheelie bin lids 
allowing both to be lifted in unison for easy access. 

  Height (mm) Width (mm) Depth (mm) 

External 1300 2325 820 

What Is Pressure Treated Wood? 

This bin store for 3 bins is fully pressure treated. Pressure treatment is a premium wood preservation 
technique to enhance and prolong the lifespan of your wooden product. The timber is immersed in an 
environmentally friendly preservative, which under high pressure and vacuum is forced deep into the 
wood. 
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The helps preserve the timber for several years from insects, fungal decay and rot, and offers a longer 
lasting protection than the application of a surface coating of preservative. This end product is also 
known as tanalised timber. 
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